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Experience a new era in legal research and guidance

Legal Research.
Practical Guidance.

One powerful search.

Experience the Lexis+ difference

One powerful search

Search Legal Research and Practical 
Guidance in one place. Colour-coded 
results mean you can find the insights 

and answers you need.

Simple and easy to use

Designed from the ground up for the 
best experience, instinctively find 
what you need from our leading 

legal content.

Snip, annotate and share

Built to support your legal workflow 
with tools that help you work 

smarter and faster.

Powerful, intuitive and easy to use

Get a free trial at www.lexisnexis.co.uk/plus

http://www.Lexisnexis.co.uk/plus


Market-leading LexisNexis content
The largest collection of UK law, up-to-date legislation, case law, commentary and 

comprehensive practical guidance.

Exclusive Titles

Including:
• Halsbury’s Laws of England 
• Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia 
• Butterworths
• Tolley
• Harvey on Industrial Relations
• Employment Law
• Gore-Browne on Companies
• Tristram & Coote’s Probate Practice 
• Paget’s Law of Banking

Practical Guidance

Access practice notes, clear next-step 
guidance and current awareness from 
36 Practice areas.

Checklists, calculators and flow-charts 
speed up legal work and  
ensure accuracy.

Forms and Precedents

Built around your legal workflow, 
access thousands of forms and 
precedents written by  
market-leading experts.

Titles such as Atkin’s Court Forms 
and The Encyclopaedia of Forms and 
Precedents give comprehensive 
coverage across all practice areas.

Legal Research
Search with confidence knowing that LexisNexis gives you access 
to the UK’s largest collection of up-to-date legislation, case law 
and commentary.

Fully integrated with Practical Guidance on Lexis+, easily 
discover what the law says and what to do about it, all in 
one place.

Practical Guidance
Speed up all aspects of your legal work with tools and guidance 

that help you deliver faster and add more value.

Fully integrated with Legal Research on Lexis+, see the 
Guidance and the underlying law it supports all in one place.



Legal search like never before
Effortlessly search across the entire LexisNexis database to uncover insights  

and results like never before.

Single Search

Enter a search term once and 
we’ll point you to the best 

guidance and research results.

One Legislation Single 
Search Result

Streamlined legislation results makes 
them easier to use and understand. Filter 

your search results and better manage 
what you see.

Search Term Maps
Quickly reach answers with  

colour-coded search terms in results.

Research Maps

By breaking down and  
analysing the search, identify 

the best content returned from 
different parts of the search.

Answer Cards

Save time with our algorithm that 
recognises questions and returning a 

result specific to that query.

Search Within Search

Now you can search within a search, 
and repeat that as many times as you 

want, until you get the detail you need.

Boolean Builder

Create advanced Boolean searches  
within Lexis+ guided by our  

handy prompts.



Legal workflows and tools that work  
for you

It’s time saved and questions answered.

Pinned & Recent Sources

Pin the books and resources you’ve 
recently used, or use regularly so 

they’re easily to hand.

Search Alerts
We’ll keep an eye out for updates on 
the topics you pick, and send an alert 

straight to your inbox.

Search Term Maps

Re-trace your steps in an instant, and 
pick up where you left off using your 

recent history.

Modern User Interface

The world leading legal content you 
expect, in—an interface designed for 

the best user experience.

Persistent Document Links
Avoid wasting time repeatedly searching 

for the same content. Pin a link in a 
document and go back to it again 

and again.

Workfolders

Make notes and share folders with 
your team. 

Highlighting &  
User Annotations

Make documents your own by adding 
notes and highlighting sections  

of text.

The Most  
Comprehensive Content

Quickly and easily answer legal questions, 
develop winning strategies, and accomplish 

tasks. Make better use of the unrivalled, 
world-leading legal content  

LexisNexis provides.
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